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ABSTRACT
This study investigated the effectiveness of ability parameter recovery
for two models to detect the influence of the association between testlets
under the small testlet size situation. A simulation study was used to
compare two Rasch type models, which were the Rasch tesetlet model
and the Rasch subdimension model. The results revealed that the Rasch
subdimension model performed better than the Rasch testlet model as the
existence of between testlets association. The results also indicated that
as the sample size increased, the discrepancies between model estimates
and the real data set increased. The study concluded that using the Rasch
subdimension model for testlet item analyses is efficient for small testlet
size and non-adaptive typed tests when between testlets association
exists. In sum, the Rasch subdimension model offered an advantage over
the Rasch testlet model as it avoided standard error of measurement
underestimation between testlets and better ability parameter estimations
in the small testlet size situations.
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INTRODUCTION
• A testlet, is a scoring unit, a set of items following the same prompt, within a test
that is smaller than the whole test (Wainer & Kiely, 1987). Items within testlets are
locally dependent because they are associated with the same stimulus.
• The National Board of Osteopathic of Medical Examiners (NBOME) offers
computer-based COMLEX-USA exams online. The COMLEX-USA level-2 exam
consists of 141 independent items and 209 testlet items grouped in 95 testlets.
The testlet sizes range from 2 to 4 items per testlet (small testlet size). There are
five item types throughout the test. Among all five-item types, there are 3 different
types of testlet items (i.e. B, S, and F).
• Because some testlets may have similar item format (i.e. both belong to one of
the testlet item types, like B, S, F) and they may share similar content subdomain.
• So, not only is there associations within each testlet, but also there are possible
associations (denoted as testlet correlation) between two or more testlets.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
Model Used to Generate Data for the Simulations
In order to quantify the extent of these variations local effect, the Rasch subdimension
model (Brandt, 2007a, 2008) was appropriate for the data simulation.

• The subdimension model (Brandt, 2007a, 2008) has been proposed to solve the
between testlets item association issue. The subdimension model is based on
the assumption that each person has an overarching ability in the measured
dimension (denoted as main dimension), and testlet effects (denoted as
subdimensions) are independent of main dimension but allows for possible
subdimension associations by constraining the sum of the testlet effects (i.e.
subdimension effects) to zero.

EMPIRICAL CASE

Rasch Testlet Model
The Rasch testlet model includes a random effect parameter, which models the local
dependence among items within the same testlet (e.g. Wang & Wilson, 2000). It can
be written as

Model’s Main Dimension and Subdimension Covariance Matrix Definition

• The 2008 National Board of Osteopathic of Medical Examiners (NBOME) COMLEXUSA Level-2 exam data was used as an empirical case for this study. The item type
was identified (i.e. A -single item, D-single Item with graph, B-matching item, Stestlet item, F-testlet item with graph). The B, S, and F type items were categorized
as testlet items. A total of 450 examinees were included in the examinee population.
No missing data existed. The data of the block-1 was used including 50 items
categorized as 27 independent items and 23 testlet items within 10 testlets.
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Rasch testlet model

Rasch subdimension model

• The values of deviance for the Rasch testlet model and the Rasch subdimension
model were 19,237.40 and 19,190.02, respectively.
• The values of AIC for these two models were 19357.40 and 19,310.02, respectively.
• The values of BIC of these two models were 19970.51 and 19923.13, respectively.
(The total numbers of estimated parameters for these two models are 60 and 95.)
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Data Source and Population parameters
The population item parameters and ability parameters were randomly drawn from normal
distributions for each condition
.
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Rasch Testlet Model
(Wilson & Wang, 2000)

Rasch Subdimension Model :
Brandt (2007a, 2008) proposed the Rasch subdimension model, which is similar to the
Rasch testlet model (Wang & Wilson, 2005) in that it allows for association between
testlet effects. It can be written as follows:

In summary, the Rasch subdimension model has a better fit, compared with the Rasch
testlet model when used to analyze NBOME COMLEX exams.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
• The Rasch subdimension model performed better than the Rasch testlet model under
small testlet sizes and when associations between testlets exist.

Simulation Design
Our study was a four-factor completely crossed design: 3 (testlet correlation changes) x 4
(levels of local dependence effect) x 3 (ratio of testlet items and independent items) x 2
(sample size).
1.The testlet sizes chosen were based on the sizes less often discussed in the applied
literature. Thus, for the simplicity of the study, only one testlet size (testlet size: 5) was
used.
2.Three different testlet correlations between similar testlet formats (i.e. B, S, F types) were
applied (i.e. 0.1, 0.2, 0.3).
3.The ratio of the correlated/total testlet numbers is very important in research. However,
for this simplicity of the study, only three correlated testlets were included in this study.
4.Four levels of local dependence effect were examined: (0.25,0.5,0.75,1.0).
5.Among all 60 items, the ratio of testlet items to independent items were 1:3, 1:1, 3:1.
6.Two different sample sizes of examinees ( 500,1000) were applied.

• Sample size had a observable effect on the analysis results for the Rasch subdimension
model and the Rasch testlet model.
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• No evident pattern can be found to reveal the association between the factor variations
(i.e., the sample size, the association between testlets) and the bias/RMSE result.
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• Although there was no obvious discrepancy of the test reliability estimates between the
Rasch testlet model and the Rasch subdimension model, a small overestimation trend
merged from the Rasch testlet model test reliability estimation.
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Rasch Subdimension Model
(Brandt, 2008)

RESULTS (SELECTED) Rasch Testlet Model vs Rasch Subdimension Model-Deviance, AIC, BIC-Sample size 1000
))

Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC):

• The estimates of test reliability for the overarching latent trait are 0.891 for the
Rasch testlet model, 0.882 for the Rasch subdimension model. Thus, the Rasch
testlet model appeared to slightly overestimate the test reliability due to its
ignorance of the association between testlets.
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Statistical Software
The response data were generated using the statistical software R 2.12.2. The parameters
of the dataset in 2 models were analyzed with ConQuest Version 2.0.

Akaike's information criterion (AIC):

Testlet
effect 2

item 8

Parameter Estimation
The parameters of the dataset in 2 models were analyzed using Marginal Maximum
Likelihood (MML) methods. The estimations of the simulees’ abilities were calculated by
Expected a Posteriori Estimation (EAP; Bock & Mislevy, 1982).

Analysis Criteria
The likelihood ratio test :
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 j ~ (0,1), bi ~ (0,1)

Currently, the testlet model method is widely used for testlet analyses.

• In the Rasch testlet model,  2 has to be set at unity for model identification
(i.e.  2  1 ). One limit of the testlet model is that the model requires all the
latent traits to be independent of one another. This constraint is too restrictive to
allow for possible item association between testlets. Therefore, further
exploration of the between testlets association is impossible in the testlet model.
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